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Abstract 

One of the most important mechanical properties of architectural fabrics is the tensile strength, 
which is measured by uniaxial tensile tests. Considering gripped width of the specimens, there 
are two principal kinds of uniaxial tensile strength tests: strip and grab tests. In the strip test, the 
test specimen is clamped over the whole width whereas in the grab test only the middle part of 
the width is clamped. Both are included in test standards for uncoated and coated fabrics. These 
test standards are also applied in the context of textile architecture. Until now, only few studies 
have focused on them. The users and constructional partners are left alone to decide which test 
method fits better for structural applications. Frequently it is assumed that the choice depends 
on the specific architectural textile to be tested, e. g. woven or knitted fabric, coated or uncoated, 
rather stiff or rather flexible coating etc. In one standard, the grab test is recommended as an 
alternative when the strip test leads to clamp fractures. In this paper, these two uniaxial tensile 
testing methods are compared based on experimental investigations according to EN ISO 1421. 
Different types of architectural fabrics have been investigated to carve out the differences 
regarding their tensile strength and modes of fracture observed by each test method. The 
objective is to assess a general applicability and to compare the shortcomings of both test 
methods. A recommendation for tensile testing for structural engineering applications is 
provided. 

Keywords: architectural fabrics, mechanical properties, tensile strength, uniaxial strip test, uniaxial grab test. 
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1. Introduction 
The strength of coated fabrics is significantly influenced by the strength of their yarns. But the 
yarn’s strength decreases due to the weaving and coating process, and also because of the yarn 
deformation while crossing perpendicular yarns. Due to this deformation, tensile bearing 
capacity is reduced by the occurrence of an additional bending moment. This effect can cause 
different tensile strengths in warp and weft direction while the material of the yarn is the same. 
Herewith, it can be concluded, that the strength of woven and coated fabric is less than the sum 
of the strength of individual yarns at a specific width, see also (Blum, Bögner and Némoz, 
2004). For structural fabrics, the design engineer needs to know the tensile strength of the 
material, i. e. the maximum membrane stress or the membrane stress at break. For fabrics, the 
membrane stress is given in the unit force per length (e. g. kN/m). For the design process, the 
experimentally achieved tensile strength is reduced by further factors to consider e. g. ageing 
effects and safety requirements, so that a design value for the tensile strength is acquired. The 
design engineer can compare this design value to the computed membrane stress in a membrane 
structure, ensuring that the occurring membrane stress is smaller than the design value of the 
tensile strength of the material used. To get the material’s tensile strength, a test method is 
strongly required where the stress distribution over the specimen width is well known. Only 
this knowledge makes it possible to compute the tensile strength from the breaking (or 
maximum) force directly measured by the testing machine. Any tensile test performed for 
structural design purposes must fulfill this requirement. Moreover, the design engineer is 
interested in the uniaxial stress-strain behavior of a structural fabric in order to get first 
information on the stiffness of the material. For further characterization of the material stiffness, 
biaxial tensile tests are recommended. 

To quantify the tensile strength of fabrics, two testing methods are available: strip and grab 
tests. The strip method tests a strip gripped in the jaws over the full width and provides both the 
breaking (or maximum) force and its corresponding elongation, see Table 1. The second 
technique, the grab test, measures the uniaxial force on a sample which is gripped only in the 
middle part of the width. Regarding the European testing standards, EN ISO 1421 and 
EN ISO 13934-2, it is capable to extract only the maximum force, see Table 1. Both testing 
methods were originally developed for uncoated clothing textiles. Today, both testing methods 
are included in test standards which are also used to test structural fabrics. In the presented 
investigation, it is analyzed in how far the strip and the grab test method according to EN ISO 
1421 fulfill the aforementioned requirement for architectural fabrics with different properties. 
Two main attempts have been carried out to accomplish the relationship between grab and strip 
test empirically by Walen (1916) and Eeg-Olofsson and Bernskiöld (1956). Furthermore, Pan 
(2003) developed a physical relationship assuming a roughly linear mechanical behaviour. In 
the following, Wu and Pan (2005) verified this theoretical model. 
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In general, the preparation of a grab test (cut strip method) is easier than the preparation of a 
strip test (raveled strip). In addition, the accidental stretching of fabrics in the cloth industry 
usually occurs on a portion of the cloth, i. e. a local stretching while adjacent regions are 
unstretched. This means, that the grab method is more useful here. But on the other hand, results 
of strip tests are easier to interpret and in real fabric structures under different loading 
combination, stretching occurs on larger areas of the structure. In these areas, all yarns are 
contributing in carrying loads. This phenomenon is more similar to the strip method. 

In this study grab and strip tests are compared using PVC-coated woven polyester (PES/PVC), 
uncoated woven polyester (PES) and polyurethane-coated knitted polyester (PES/PU) 
according to EN ISO 1421. All tests have been performed in the Essen Laboratory for 
Lightweight Structures (ELLF), belonging to the Institute for Metal and Lightweight Structures 
of the University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany. 

2. Tensile tests for fabrics 
For fabrics, the tensile strength is the force at which a large number of yarns break 
simultaneously in either warp or weft direction. The test standards, e. g. EN ISO 1421, aim to 
measure the maximum tensile or breaking force. But for structural membrane applications, the 
design engineer requires the strength given as a stress. For fabrics, stress is given in form of 
“membrane stress”, i. e. in force per unit length. Thus, the force measured in the tensile test 
must be converted to a membrane stress. To be able to do this, the stress distribution over the 
specimen width must be well known. In this contribution, the term tensile strength is related to 
the membrane stress. It is not possible to develop the same probabilistic test or analysis 
approach suitable for measuring the tensile strength of all type of architectural coated fabrics, 
because of the existence of different coatings and yarns (Lei, 2010). Lei stated that “a practical 
approach is to establish a specific test procedure and analysis methodology suitable for several 
given fabric material types, and then to modify the methodology to other types of fabric 
materials”.  

The tensile strength of the base material or seams are measured by tensile tests. This test is 
specified in international and European standards as EN ISO 1421, EN ISO 13934-1, EN ISO 
13934-2. Particularly for Germany, DIN 53354 and the guideline of Deutsches Institut für 
Bautechnik (DIBt) for acceptance tests of coated fabrics and their joints exist. In the US, ASTM 
D 5034 and ASTM D 5035 regulate tensile tests for fabrics. Three different types of tensile 
testing machines can be used: constant rate of extension (CRE), constant rate of load (CRL) and 
constant rate of traverse (CRT). For tests according to EN ISO 1421 and also to EN ISO 13934, 
a CRE machine is required. As already mentioned, EN ISO 1421 specifies two methods: the 
strip method which is used for the determination of the tensile strength (force) and its 
corresponding elongation and the grab method which is only used for the determination of the 
tensile strength (force). They are described to be interchangeable and for some cases it is 
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proposed to use the grab method instead of the strip method. On the other hand, ASTM D 5035 
and EN ISO 13934-1 are specifying only strip tests, while ASTM D 5034 and EN ISO 13934-
2 are limited to grab tests. In Table 1, the uniaxial test procedures for strip and grab tests 
according to EN ISO 1421 are summarized. 

Table 1: Comparison of strip and grab test procedure according to EN ISO 1421. 

Parameters Strip Test Grab Test 

Jaw distance 200 mm ±1 mm or 150 mm ±1 mm or 
100 mm ±1 mm 

100 mm ±1 mm or 75 mm ±1 mm 

Width of specimen 50 mm ±1 mm 100 mm 

Gripping Width 50 mm ±1 mm 25 mm ±0.5 mm 

Mounting state Pretension setting or slack mounting - 

Rate of moving clamp Constant rate of 100 mm/min ±10 mm/min 

Slippage Disregard test results where specimen slips asymmetrically or by more than 
2 mm. Or record them when they are useful. 

Jaw breaks 

Disregard the test results where test piece 
breaks within 5 mm of the face of a jaw 

or outside the reference marks on the 
specimen. Or record them when they are 

useful. 

Disregard the test results where 
test piece breaks within 5 mm of 
the face of a jaw. Or record them 

when they are useful. 

Results 

Maximum force, force at break (if it 
differs from maximum force), elongation 
at maximum force and elongation at break 
(if it differs from elongation at maximum 

force) 

Maximum force 

3. Strip and grab tensile strength 
As already explained, in strip tests, the width of specimen is gripped completely while in grab 
tests, the specimen is gripped only in the middle of the width. Therefore, the grab specimen is 
basically divided in to two portions, the gripped part and the ungripped parts on both sides (Pan, 
2003). When the clamps start to move away from each other, first only the gripped threads 
between them are elongated (see A and A1 in Fig. 1). But little by little, transverse threads (a 
and a1) cause some elongation in adjacent yarns (B and B1) and gradually this trend is continuing 
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until rupture. For a coated fabrics, the force distributing function of the transverse yarns can 
additionally result from the coating, depending on the stiffness of the coating.  

 

 

Figure 1: Grab test specimen, left: before stretching and right: while stretching (Eeg-Olofsson and 
Bernskiöld, 1956). 

Eeg-Olofsson and Bernskiöld (1956) carried out grab and strip tests with the same specimen 
size (same length while widths of the strips were equal to gripping width of the grab specimens) 
on continuous filament rayon (viscos rayon 120/30 den in warp and weft). They changed the 
width of the jaws and observed that the breaking force achieved from grab tests is higher than 
the one achieved from strip test of the same width by a constant value which is independent of 
the width of the jaws. They also implied that the difference between the grab and strip test 
results should vary by changing the clamp distance (specimen length). While the clamp distance 
is decreasing, the difference of the results of both testing types is decreasing as well. It should 
be noticed that under practical conditions, only the testing methods according to ASTM D 5034 
and ASTM D 5035 provide the same length and gripped width for grab and raveled strip 
specimens: the distance between the clamps is equal to 150 mm and the gripped width in both 
tests is equal to 25 ± 1 mm (whole width of the grab specimen is 100 ± 1 mm). 

In 2003, Pan developed an analytical approach by means of the aforementioned theory of Eeg-
Olofsson and Bernskiöld (1956). He offered a herringbone deformation mode, assuming 
roughly linear mechanical properties and neglecting the Poisson’s ratio. The shear force within 
the elements of this model contribute to generating of tensile stresses into the ungripped parts 
of the test specimen width. Finally, it was concluded that overall tensile loads and stress 
distributions at the free region are a function of the fabric mechanical properties, the dimensions 
of specimen, and the grip size (Pan, 2003). Two years later, Wu and Pan carried out some tests 
on four woven fabrics (two types of plain cotton, one satin wool and plain polyester) and one 
polyethylene film. They approved the herringbone relationship (Wu and Pan, 2005). But on the 
other hand, Sommer (1941) investigated the strip test method on uncoated cotton fabric and 
found a non-uniform stress distribution over the specimen width, see Fig. 2 left. Sommer 
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assumed that this non-uniform stress distribution results from a non-uniform stiffness of the 
longitudinal yarns over the specimen width. This non-uniform stiffness, in turn, was presumed 
to originate from different magnitudes of enlacements of the longitudinal yarns by the 
orthogonal yarns over the width: the decrimping of the longitudinal yarns in the middle of 
specimen is more hindered than of those at the specimen edges. In fact, Sommer assumed that 
out of plane pressure at the weave points prevents longitudinal yarns from decrimping during 
uniaxial loading and that this effect is higher in the middle yarns than in the border ones. He 
observed the transverse contraction of orthogonal yarns is restrained in the middle of the 
specimen and causes more out of plane pressure while on the edges it is almost not restrained. 
Thus, the middle yarns behave stiffer than the edge yarns and carry more load than the latter 
ones. Those yarns carrying the highest load would break first and initiate the break of the fabric. 
Because of this, Reumann (2000) supposes that only a portion of the theoretical strength can be 
reached in strip tests, see Fig.2 left, while the theoretical strength is defined as the sum of the 
breaking forces of all yarns over a specific width. For avoiding this non-uniform stress 
distribution, it was offered in DIN 53857 to cut the strip specimen a little wider than the gripped 
width. The longitudinal yarns in the “overwidth” are then cut in the middle of the length. In this 
way, two extra edges of fabric can provide restrained transverse contraction while 
simultaneously the cut longitudinal yarns do not carry any extra loads. Sommer developed and 
tested extra clamps along the specimen length with which a transverse contraction along the 
specimen length could be avoided. Using these clamps, higher tensile forces can be reached in 
the strip tests. 

The grab test method can be seen as another approach for achieving uniform stress distribution. 
For uncoated woven fabrics, Reumann (2000) assumed a uniform stress distribution in a grab 
test specimen because the longitudinal yarns at the edge of the gripped width are stiffened by 
the orthogonal yarns in the same way as those in the middle, see Fig. 2 right. The hypothesis is, 
that due to the uniform stress distribution, an actual strength approaching the theoretical strength 
can be measured. But the assumption that the load is carried only by the gripped yarns with a 
uniform stress distribution is obviously contradictory to what was discussed above, cf. Figs. 1 
and 2. An elongation of non-gripped yarns would lead to stresses in these yarns and a non-
uniform elongation cannot lead to a uniform stress distribution. 
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Figure 2: Assumed stress distributions over the gripped width of test specimens according to Sommer and 
Reumann; left: for strip test specimen (Sommer, 1941), right: for grab test specimen (Reumann, 2000). 

The aforementioned investigations disregard another effect: Due to the transverse contraction 
of the specimens – originating from a variation of yarn enlacements during the loading process 
– the edge yarns are forced to elongate more than the middle yarns. This effect might lead to an 
over-proportional force increase in these yarns. Moreover, the transverse contraction is 
restrained at the jaws. This effect leads to local stress peaks at the specimen edge at the jaw. 

4. Materials and Methods 

4.1. Materials 

The study in this paper was carried out on woven and knitted polyester fabrics. PVC-coated and 
uncoated woven PES fabrics were investigated. The coated fabric – a type II according to 
Stranghöner et al. (2016) – was made of the same fabric batch than the uncoated one, so that 
they are directly comparable. The third material was a knitted polyurethane-coated polyester 
fabric (PES/PU).  

4.2. Methods 

Uniaxial tests were carried out using both the strip and grab test method. For non-coated fabrics, 
EN ISO 13934-1 and EN ISO 13934-2 and for coated fabrics with rubber or plastic EN ISO 
1421 should be used. But in fact, in all aforementioned standards, almost all test specifications, 
especially the sample sizes are the same while the clamp geometry shows some deviations for 
the grab tests. Therefore, it was decided to use EN ISO 1421 as the only standard to ensure a 
better comparison of the results. For the determination of the tensile strength (force) and its 
corresponding elongation, two sets of specimens were used, one in warp and one in weft 
direction. Additionally, in non-coated specimens, transverse yarns were pulled out after 
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assumed that this non-uniform stress distribution results from a non-uniform stiffness of the 
longitudinal yarns over the specimen width. This non-uniform stiffness, in turn, was presumed 
to originate from different magnitudes of enlacements of the longitudinal yarns by the 
orthogonal yarns over the width: the decrimping of the longitudinal yarns in the middle of 
specimen is more hindered than of those at the specimen edges. In fact, Sommer assumed that 
out of plane pressure at the weave points prevents longitudinal yarns from decrimping during 
uniaxial loading and that this effect is higher in the middle yarns than in the border ones. He 
observed the transverse contraction of orthogonal yarns is restrained in the middle of the 
specimen and causes more out of plane pressure while on the edges it is almost not restrained. 
Thus, the middle yarns behave stiffer than the edge yarns and carry more load than the latter 
ones. Those yarns carrying the highest load would break first and initiate the break of the fabric. 
Because of this, Reumann (2000) supposes that only a portion of the theoretical strength can be 
reached in strip tests, see Fig.2 left, while the theoretical strength is defined as the sum of the 
breaking forces of all yarns over a specific width. For avoiding this non-uniform stress 
distribution, it was offered in DIN 53857 to cut the strip specimen a little wider than the gripped 
width. The longitudinal yarns in the “overwidth” are then cut in the middle of the length. In this 
way, two extra edges of fabric can provide restrained transverse contraction while 
simultaneously the cut longitudinal yarns do not carry any extra loads. Sommer developed and 
tested extra clamps along the specimen length with which a transverse contraction along the 
specimen length could be avoided. Using these clamps, higher tensile forces can be reached in 
the strip tests. 

The grab test method can be seen as another approach for achieving uniform stress distribution. 
For uncoated woven fabrics, Reumann (2000) assumed a uniform stress distribution in a grab 
test specimen because the longitudinal yarns at the edge of the gripped width are stiffened by 
the orthogonal yarns in the same way as those in the middle, see Fig. 2 right. The hypothesis is, 
that due to the uniform stress distribution, an actual strength approaching the theoretical strength 
can be measured. But the assumption that the load is carried only by the gripped yarns with a 
uniform stress distribution is obviously contradictory to what was discussed above, cf. Figs. 1 
and 2. An elongation of non-gripped yarns would lead to stresses in these yarns and a non-
uniform elongation cannot lead to a uniform stress distribution. 
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Figure 2: Assumed stress distributions over the gripped width of test specimens according to Sommer and 
Reumann; left: for strip test specimen (Sommer, 1941), right: for grab test specimen (Reumann, 2000). 
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4. Materials and Methods 
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they are directly comparable. The third material was a knitted polyurethane-coated polyester 
fabric (PES/PU).  

4.2. Methods 

Uniaxial tests were carried out using both the strip and grab test method. For non-coated fabrics, 
EN ISO 13934-1 and EN ISO 13934-2 and for coated fabrics with rubber or plastic EN ISO 
1421 should be used. But in fact, in all aforementioned standards, almost all test specifications, 
especially the sample sizes are the same while the clamp geometry shows some deviations for 
the grab tests. Therefore, it was decided to use EN ISO 1421 as the only standard to ensure a 
better comparison of the results. For the determination of the tensile strength (force) and its 
corresponding elongation, two sets of specimens were used, one in warp and one in weft 
direction. Additionally, in non-coated specimens, transverse yarns were pulled out after 
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clamping them. The aim was to assess the influence of transverse yarns on the mechanical 
properties.  

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Uniaxial tensile behaviour in strip and grab tests 
Force-elongation curves of all tested materials subjected to uniaxial loading are shown in Figs. 
3 and 4 for strip and grab tests respectively. According to these curves, all coated and uncoated 
polyester fabrics show a nonlinear mechanical performance during the full uniaxial loading. 
Three out of four graphs of the uncoated fabrics in Fig. 4 are converging to horizontal paths and 
reflect slippage in the clamps. No fractures could be obtained for these materials within the grab 
tests. 
For the PES/PVC and PES/PU samples, the maximum force and breaking force are identical 
while for uncoated polyester fabrics ruptures happen a little after the maximum force was 
reached. Figs. 5 and 6 show the different tested materials in the strip and grab tests. 

  

Figure 3: Force-elongation curves of investigated materials for strip tests according to EN ISO 1421 
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Figure 4: Force-elongation curves of investigated materials for grab tests according to EN ISO 1421 

   

 

 

 

Figure 5: Strip test method according to EN ISO 1421, from left to right: PES/PVC, uncoated PES, 
uncoated PES with only longitudinal yarns and PES/PU 
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Figure 4: Force-elongation curves of investigated materials for grab tests according to EN ISO 1421 

   

 

 

 

Figure 5: Strip test method according to EN ISO 1421, from left to right: PES/PVC, uncoated PES, 
uncoated PES with only longitudinal yarns and PES/PU 
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Figure 6: Grab test method according to EN ISO 1421, from left to right: PES/PVC, uncoated PES, 
uncoated PES with only longitudinal yarns, and PES/PU 

In all grab tests where fracture occurred, clamp fractures were observed while for the strip tests 
also material fractures could be achieved. Material fractures are the preferred mode of fracture, 
because the measured breaking (or maximum) force is independent of local influences at the 
clamps. From this point of view, the grab tests showed a very unfavourable behaviour. 
Presumably the inclination of the grab test to slippage and clamp facture is provoked by a high 
stress concentration at the corners of the clamps where forces carried by the ungripped parts are 
collected. The small clamping area of just 25 mm in a square may support slippage as well. 
However, the grab tests are not appropriate as a replacement of strip tests in order to avoid 
clamp fractures as EN ISO 1421 recommends it. 

5.2. Comparison of maximum force results of strip and grab tests 

According to EN ISO 1421, the only valuable parameter to obtain from a grab test is the 
maximum force. However, for strip tests it is mentioned that “if in spite of taking care, all breaks 
are within 5 mm of the face of a jaw or outside the reference marks, use method 2 (grab 
method)”. For that, maximum force (the only common result) of strip and grab methods should 
be interchangeable. To check, if this is the case, the mean value of maximum forces of both 
methods for different materials are compared in Table 2, as relation of FmaxS/ FmaxG. For the 
uncoated fabrics, maximum forces could not be measured in the grab tests. This was because 
of clamp slippage – although the same clamp surface and pressure were used as in the strip 
tests. This illustrates, that for some materials it can be more difficult to sufficiently clamp the 
specimens with the grab test clamps – or even impossible.  
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Table 2: Comparison of results (mean values) of strip and grab tests according to EN ISO 1421 

 
Warp or machine direction Weft or cross machine direction 

Strip 1) Grab 2)  Strip 1) Grab 2)  

Material 
Maximum 
force FmaxS 

(N) 

Maximum 
force 

FmaxG (N) 
FmaxS/FmaxG 

Maximum 
force FmaxS 

(N) 

Maximum 
force FmaxG 

(N) 
FmaxS/FmaxG 

PES/PVC II 4191 2794.5 1,50 4466.2 2943.6 1,52 

PES II 3897.6 -* -* 4466.8 -* -* 

PES II (with 
only 

longitudinal 
yarns) 

3816.8 -* -* 4450.6 -* -* 

PES/PU 1204.6 1355 0,89 834.4 1170.8 0,71 

1) Gripped width: 50 mm 
2) Gripped width: 25 mm 
* Fracture did not appear because of clamp slippage, thus no breaking (or maximum) force can be given. 

Based on Table 2, for PES/PVC, the strip tests with a gripped width of 50 mm yield to higher 
maximum forces than achieved in the grab tests with a gripped width of 25 mm which is in 
principle an expected result. But it has to be kept in mind, that – as already mentioned – in case 
the width of a strip specimen is equal to the gripped width of a grab test, maximum forces of 
grab tests are higher than those achieved with strip tests, see Table 3. As it can be seen from 
Table 2, for PES/PVC type II, the maximum forces of the strip tests are about 150 % of the 
maximum forces of the grab tests for both warp and weft direction. Assuming a uniform stress 
distribution in both test methods, the strip test with double grip width should lead to somehow 
double maximum forces. The fact that the strip test leads only to a maximum force which is 
about 50 % higher than that of the grab test, indicates that more yarns than those in the gripped 
width of the grab test participate in carrying the load. Furthermore, a highly non-uniform 
elongation over the width was observed in the grab tests, see Fig. 6, comparable to Fig. 1 right. 
This is correlated to a highly non-uniform stress distribution over the width, which inhibits to 
calculate the maximum stress required for structural applications. The actual highly non-
uniform elongation and stress distribution proofs that the stress assumption of Reumann, cf. 
Fig. 2 right, seems not to be adequate. The highly non-uniform elongation and the severe out-
of-plane deformations also mean that it is not possible to measure the strain or the stress-strain 
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Table 2: Comparison of results (mean values) of strip and grab tests according to EN ISO 1421 
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2) Gripped width: 25 mm 
* Fracture did not appear because of clamp slippage, thus no breaking (or maximum) force can be given. 

Based on Table 2, for PES/PVC, the strip tests with a gripped width of 50 mm yield to higher 
maximum forces than achieved in the grab tests with a gripped width of 25 mm which is in 
principle an expected result. But it has to be kept in mind, that – as already mentioned – in case 
the width of a strip specimen is equal to the gripped width of a grab test, maximum forces of 
grab tests are higher than those achieved with strip tests, see Table 3. As it can be seen from 
Table 2, for PES/PVC type II, the maximum forces of the strip tests are about 150 % of the 
maximum forces of the grab tests for both warp and weft direction. Assuming a uniform stress 
distribution in both test methods, the strip test with double grip width should lead to somehow 
double maximum forces. The fact that the strip test leads only to a maximum force which is 
about 50 % higher than that of the grab test, indicates that more yarns than those in the gripped 
width of the grab test participate in carrying the load. Furthermore, a highly non-uniform 
elongation over the width was observed in the grab tests, see Fig. 6, comparable to Fig. 1 right. 
This is correlated to a highly non-uniform stress distribution over the width, which inhibits to 
calculate the maximum stress required for structural applications. The actual highly non-
uniform elongation and stress distribution proofs that the stress assumption of Reumann, cf. 
Fig. 2 right, seems not to be adequate. The highly non-uniform elongation and the severe out-
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behaviour, respectively, of a material with the grab test. From this point of view, the grab test 
is useless for the design engineer. 

For the uncoated PES fabric of the same weaving batch, the grab tests led to clamp slippage 
without fracture. The same happened to PES fabric strips that were clamped over just 25 mm 
with the grab clamps, see Table 3. Other clamping conditions or surfaces were not tested in the 
frame of this contribution, but the slippage illustrates that the small grab clamps are even more 
difficult to handle.  

When removing the orthogonal yarns from the weave before applying the tensile force in the 
strip tests, the results are very similar to those of the unmodified woven PES fabric. This shows 
that transverse yarns do not play an important role in the uniaxial load carrying behaviour of 
woven PES fabrics. It also means that the derivation from the uniform stress distribution in the 
stress assumption of Sommer, cf. Fig. 2 left, can only be of insignificant magnitude.  

PES/PU knitted fabrics are generally more stretchable and elastic than woven fabrics. In this 
way, tensile force can be distributed more to the edges in the grab test. That means, that the 
ungripped areas highly participate in carrying the load. Presumably this mechanism leads to the 
result that for the investigated knitted PES/PU the maximum forces of the grab tests with 25 
mm gripped width (but total width 100 mm) were even higher than those of the strip tests with 
50 mm width. It should be noticed, that in the grab tests, severe out of plane deformations were 
observed, see Fig. 6. 

Generally, it can be summarized that the maximum forces achieved with each method show 
large differences and the methods are not interchangeable. For a direct comparison between 
grab and strip test results, a test series was carried out in a way that the length and gripped width 
of the specimens in both tests were the same (size of strip test specimens 25 mm × 75 mm and 
size of the grab test specimens 100 mm (25 mm gripped) × 75 mm). According to the results 
shown in Table 3, in PES/PVC fabrics, the differences between strip and grab tests are about 
20 %. This means that the maximum force of the strip test is only about 80 % of the maximum 
force achieved in the grab test, in warp as well as in weft direction. For PES/PU, the maximum 
forces achieved in both testing methods yield to much higher deviations. The maximum force 
of the strip tests in warp direction is only about 45 % of the grab test, in weft direction this 
relation is a little lower about 37 %. These results show that in knitted PES/PU more ungripped 
parts of the fabric can carry loads than in PVC-coated woven polyester fabric. This might be 
because of the extreme stretchability of the knitted PES/PU which leads to high elongation even 
in the edge yarns. 
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Table 3: Comparison of results (mean values) of strip and grab tests with the same length and gripped size 

 
Warp or machine direction Weft or cross machine direction 

Strip 1) Grab 2)  Strip 1) Grab 2)  

Material 
Maximum 
force FmaxS 

(N) 

Maximum 
force 

FmaxG (N) 
FmaxS/FmaxG 

Maximum 
force FmaxS 

(N) 

Maximum 
force FmaxG 

(N) 
FmaxS/FmaxG 

PES/PVC II 2209 2794.5 0,79 2402 2943.6 0,82 

PES II -* -* -* -* -* -* 

PES/PU 607 1355 0,45 430 1170.8 0,37 

1) Gripped width: 25 mm, total width: 25 mm, grab clamping system used 
2) Gripped width: 25 mm, total width: 100 mm 
* Fracture did not appear because of clamp slippage, thus no breaking (or maximum)  force can be given. 

6. Conclusions  
According to the existing testing standards, both grab and strip tests can be used for measuring 
the tensile strength of fabrics. In some standards they are separated from each other while in 
EN ISO 1421, they are considered as interchangeable tests. EN ISO 1421 recommends to use 
grab tests when jaw breaks are inevitable in strip tests. The objective of this contribution was 
to present investigations into the interchangeability of grab and strip tests for testing fabrics 
intended to be used as structural membranes. It could be shown that for the investigated woven 
fabric – PES/PVC type II – the maximum forces achieved with both methods show large 
differences which are not proportional to the difference of the geometry. Based on the presented 
study it can be summarized that the results of grab and strip tests are not comparable at all. 

In the grab tests, a highly non-uniform elongation distribution over the width was observed, 
usually combined with severe out of plane deformation. Of course, the highly non-uniform 
elongations go hand in hand with highly non-uniform stress distributions. During a grab test, 
transverse yarns of the whole length of the specimen (both between jaw distance and inside 
clamps), together with the coating (in case coating is applied), are transferring loads to adjacent 
ungripped areas. The more flexible the test material is, the bigger is this effect. This was 
observed with the extreme flexible PU-coated knitted polyester fabric. In all cases till now, the 
stress distribution and the effective width (sum of the gripped and extra ungripped width, which 
are participating in carrying loads) have been completely unknown in grab tests. Thus, by using 
the current version of EN ISO 1421 it is impossible to derivate the maximum stress from the 
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relation is a little lower about 37 %. These results show that in knitted PES/PU more ungripped 
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because of the extreme stretchability of the knitted PES/PU which leads to high elongation even 
in the edge yarns. 
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Table 3: Comparison of results (mean values) of strip and grab tests with the same length and gripped size 
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fabric – PES/PVC type II – the maximum forces achieved with both methods show large 
differences which are not proportional to the difference of the geometry. Based on the presented 
study it can be summarized that the results of grab and strip tests are not comparable at all. 

In the grab tests, a highly non-uniform elongation distribution over the width was observed, 
usually combined with severe out of plane deformation. Of course, the highly non-uniform 
elongations go hand in hand with highly non-uniform stress distributions. During a grab test, 
transverse yarns of the whole length of the specimen (both between jaw distance and inside 
clamps), together with the coating (in case coating is applied), are transferring loads to adjacent 
ungripped areas. The more flexible the test material is, the bigger is this effect. This was 
observed with the extreme flexible PU-coated knitted polyester fabric. In all cases till now, the 
stress distribution and the effective width (sum of the gripped and extra ungripped width, which 
are participating in carrying loads) have been completely unknown in grab tests. Thus, by using 
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measured maximum force. Although the grab test might be sufficient for clothing textiles, the 
grab test method is unfeasible for structural design applications. Additionally, the grab test 
method has led to unfavourable clamping fractures in every single test of the presented test 
series where fracture appeared. Thus, grab tests are not interchangeable with strip tests and 
cannot replace them. 

The design engineer is interested in the stiffness and stress-strain behaviour of a tested material. 
But: the strain cannot be measured within the grab test due to the severe out of plane 
deformations of the test specimens and also occurrence of slippage especially for uncoated 
fabrics. 

Overall it can be summarized that for structural purposes, the strip test method according to EN 
ISO 1421 is the far more reliable testing method compared to the grab test method of the same 
standard. Nevertheless, the strip test method actually shows also little uncertainties in the stress 
distribution which might result from the stiffness variation over the specimen width and from 
transverse contraction effects. But the problems linked to these effects are much smaller than 
those arising from the grab tests. This conclusion holds for all materials tested: rather stiff PVC-
coated and uncoated woven PES fabric and very flexible PU-coated knitted PES fabric.  
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